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In weeks Canada is going to have a federal election for the parliament. The political parties spending 
millions of dollars to tell us they are better and promising that they will spend billions of our money so 
we support them. As we know they all are in this game to continue their jobs and perks and the great 
retirement package at the end of it all. Let us look at these parties.

Start with the incumbent: the Liberals. It is headed by a  Just-in T, a privileged  light head and it is his 
excuse to get away with stunts as brown face, black face and all the selfless where ever he goes. He 
also staged a charity boxing match against to become a hero ahead of claiming his rights as a dauphin 
to lead the liberals; it was staged well by picking an hulk of an indigenous person. For whatever reason, 
this person got whipped by the privileged white man:  perhaps the opponent was not prepared for the 
fight or was over confident may not have trained or scouted  etc. Just-in  boasted about it after and then 
apologized. Just-in’s apologies are crocodile tears. His promise of proportional representation, 
promised during the last election in which the liberals won a large  majority evaporated! However, Just-
in  came through with legalizing pot.  Not satisfied with winning a boxing match against a man, he and 
his office fired an indigenous woman minister to please a corrupt corporation who seemed to be 
blackmailing Just-in by threatening to leave the country. Where was the courage Just-in? His record on 
environment is not great. To atone for his fathers attitude expressed in the sarcastic question "Why 
should I sell your wheat?" Just-in is gunge-ho to sell their oil. He bought a pipeline with billions of our 
money to extract oil which would be sent to foreign parts while polluting our air and water. There are 
alternatives to it but light headed Just-in  does not have the imagination to look at these. His appeal of a 
settlement to the resident children is the final straw.  Let us stay away from the Liberals until they get 
rid of him.

The Conservative are headed by a man who did not like when  people with dual citizenship in high 
places. Now it comes out that he has one as well; even though he had the intention of dropping it once 
he became the leader, he has not done so for over two years. All the while he has supported the Usain 
aggression on the world stage. He is brain washed by his upbringing, which makes him pro-life and 
may want to re-open the woman’s choice debate.  He also overstated his qualification and did not 
correct it until it came out. Let us not support this duplicity.

For the third party,it is also headed by someone who has not evolved to the 21st century. Many of the 
dogma of so many religions have been dictated by man, many not well educated from a wold that was 
not yet discovered that the world is round. In spite of the science, people  do not see the irrelevance of 
these books, written centuries  ago transmitted over many generations many times word of mouth and 
imperfect  recording. Why waste a vote on them?

The other parties are regional and have but regional aspiration. 

This leaves the Green party – not much hope for forming a government but they have staying power 
and  have a mission which is what we need today! If there are enough greens, perhaps, we will have 
cleaner air in Ottawa and Canada. We have an excellent civil service who are experienced to deal with 
green horn politicians. A minority government would be best. Who knows, they could bring in a 
proportional representation system and stop dynastic leadership in our democracy.
                 
                                                                                                                


